The overcompleteness of the coherent states for the Heisenberg-Weyl group implies that many different integral kernels can be used to represent the same operator. Within such an equivalence class we construct an integral kernel to represent the quantum-mechanical evolution operator for certain dynamical systems in the form of a path integral that involves genuine (Wiener) measures on continuous phase-space paths. To achieve this goal it is necessary to employ an expression for the classical action different from the usual one.
I. INTRODUCTION
As usually formulated, quantum mechanical path integrals are physically elegant but unfortunately are mathematically inelegant as well. The apparently closed form of solution path integrals provide to many problems is tempered by the ambiguities inherent in giving the path integral a meaningful definition, and this aspect has been carefully documented. I There have been several attempts to introduce genuine measures and thereby restore order in path-integral formulations. In the works of Albeverio and H0egh-Krohn2 and of Combe et al., 3 for example, effort is concentrated on multiplicative potentials which have the property that their Fourier transform is a bounded measure. While this limitation leads to well-defined path integrals the measures involved are Poisson measures for which the paths are not continuous but rather entail discontinuities. In addition this limited class of potentials does not include the harmonic oscillator which, to be incorporated, must be dealt with in an alternative fashion.
In this paper we present a detailed analysis of a quantum mechanical path integral formulation that involves genuine (Wiener) measures concentrated on continuous paths, which deals in a natural way with harmonic-oscillator potentials; a summary of our principal results has already appeared in Ref. 4 . Weare able to handle directly an essentially arbitrary quadratic Hamiltonian of the harmonic-oscillator type involving quite general time-dependent coefficients, all with one and the same Wiener measure. Superpositions over the time-dependent coefficients significantly widen the class of systems we are able to consider.
Our approach and analysis is based on coherent states and their special properties, and differs considerably from the viewpoint adopted in Ref. 2 or Ref. 3 . Before undertaking our detailed analysis we sketch the general mathematical setting of our approach.
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A. Consequences of coherent-state overcompleteness
Coherent states are conventionally defined in an abstract Hilbert space JY' by I p.q)=e '(pQ-qp110) (I) for all real p and q, where Q and P are an irreducible Heisenberg pair, and 10) denotes the normalized solution of the equation (Q + ;P)IO) = 0.
5 These states admit the fundamental resolution of unity 1= f I p,q) (p,ql(dp dq/21T) (2) when integrated over all phase space. As a consequence we may conveniently represent the vectors of the abstract Hilbert space by bounded, continuous functions t/J(p,q)= (p,qltf;) 
with an inner product given by (t,h Itf;) = f t,h *(p,q)tf;(p,q) (dp dq/21T).
(4)
If It,h ) = I p ',q') it follows that each function tf; (p,q) satisfies the identity tf; (p',q') = f %(p',q';p,q)tf;(p,q) (dpdq/21T), (5) where %(p ',q';p,q) =(p',q'lp,q) = expW(pq ' -qp') -Ulp' -p)2
plays the role of a reproducing kernel. Thus the set of functions of the form (3) with the inner product (4) comprise a reproducing-kernel Hilbert space CC 0. 6 The reproducing kernel projects out a closed subspace of the spaceL 2(R2) of all square-integrable functions, and there remain infinitely many linearly independent square-integrable functions orthogonal to all elements of '{f o' This feature has important consequences for the representation of operators on CC 0 by integral kernels.
Consider the expression
(f/J IB I¢) = I f/J *(p",q") KB(p",q";r',q') X¢ (p',q') (dp"dq" 121T)(dp 'dq'/21T) 
for arbitrary vectors If/J ) and I¢), and an arbitrary but fixed bounded operator B. One integral kernel that satisfies (7) is always given by K ( " " ") (" "IB I ' ') B P ,q ; p,q = p,q p,q,
but in view of the foregoing remarks there are infinitely many other kernels that serve equally well to represent the operator B. As an example we note that all kernels of the form F;. (p",q";p',q') 
xexp !!i(p'q" -q'p") -A [(p" _p') 2
where A> -~ serve to represent the unit operator, even including the limiting distribution as A-+ 00 , FA (p" ,q"; p' ,q') 
which also serves the same purpose.
All kernels that satisfy (7) for a given B form an equivalence class labeled by the operator B, and which we shall denote by ' 1ff (B) . Thus the examples FA in (9) and (10) all belong to the equivalence class '6'(1). A generic element of
(where E. C. represents equivalence class). Any such kernel can serve to represent the operator B in the context of (7), or stated otherwise, in the form
X (dp"dq" 121T)(dp'dq'/21T).
It is by exploiting this freedom of representation that we shall achieve our goal of representing the quantum mechanical propagator by means of a path integral involving genuine (Wiener) measures. In the next section, Sec. 2, we detail the construction of the path integral for a special class of dynamical systems, following closely but with significant differences, the usual method of construction. In Sec. 3 we evaluate the path integrals constructed in Sec. 2, while in Sec. 4 we prove that each of the evaluated path integrals is indeed an element of the equivalence class (in the sense described above) of the evolution operator for the particular Hamiltonian in question. A brief conclusion follows in Sec. 5, and the Appendix contains some details needed for Sec. 3.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL
We start by recalling some more properties of the coherent states and the Weyl operators.
A. Basic properties and notations
We take JY to be a separable Hilbert space, on which we define the Weyl operators W(p,q) as in such a way that W{p',q')W(p",q") = exp [!i(p'q" -p"q') ]W(p' + p",q' + q").
(13)
The operators W (p,q) then act on JY in an irreducible way.
Additional properties ofthe W(p,q) are
and, for any operator formally written as F (P,Q ),
We shall use the fact that any (bounded) operator is completely characterized by its diagonal matrix elements between coherent states BEgo(!JI}, 't/p,q:(p,qIB 
where the coherent states (c.s) are defined as (see Sec. 1)
One can also use diagonal matrix elements between coherent states to evaluate traces.
A trace-class => Tr A = I dp dq (p,q IA I p,q) . (17)
21T
Using the product rule (13) for the Weyl operators, one may show that (4) can be rewritten in the following form:
[the easiest way to verify (18) is to check that the diagonal matrix elements between c.s. (coherent states) of the two sides are the same].
Defining In), n = 0,1,2, ... , to be the (n + l)th normalized eigenstate of !(p 2 + Q 2 -1) (which is consistent with the definition of 10) in the Introduction), we have in particular
The usual technique in the construction of a c.s. path integral for an evolution operator U, is to reexpress the evolution operator as a product U, = (U, In In, to insert the resolution ofthe identity (2) between each two factors, and to take the limit as n-+oo (see Ref. 1)
Pn =p",qn =q",
For a time-ordered product T exp[ -is:
which then implies that (p",q"ITexp [ -iJ,:"H(t) Basically we shall do the same here; however, instead of (2) we shall insert some more complicated object, and the results of our manipulations will no longer be the matrix elements (p",q" IU,",,·I p',q') , but some other element of ~(Ut·,t·)
I From now on, we shall use the symbol U,"" to denote the where all but the mth "' .. are zero:
The following properties of the P '" , 1m are easy to check:
(this operator is zero on all the JY' .. with n=j=m, and I on A 71' m; it is the orthogonal projection operator in K with im- These vectors I p,q; /3 ) ) have the following overlap function: /3"(nIW(p", q")tW(p', q') 
(24) 4(1 -/3) One can easily calculate the overlap function «p",q"; Olp', q'; /3» as «pH , q"; OI p', q"; /3 
This operator is a multiple of the identity on each of the Knspaces with, however, difficult constants on different spaces. We shall use this "generalized effective resolution of the identity" to replace (2) in the construction of (20) or (21). Note that (26) holds for any /3e[O, 1) [for /3 = 0, it essentially gives (2) again], which allows us to adjust /3 when needed; this feature will turn out to be important in our construction of the path integrals below.
C. Construction of elements of CC(B) for 8EfJJ(,w')
Let us now see how (26) can be useful for our purposes.
Every bounded operator B on £0 is completely characterized by the sequence (B 1<1 = P k BI/ kl = o· Using (26) twice, we obtain
Sandwiching this between < < P2,q2jOI and I p\,%O» and using (25), we find f dp"dq" I dp 'dq' ( I" ") ', q'; /3» (p', q'l PI, q) =(1-/3)(p2,q2IBoolp\,ql)· Hence B _ 1 f dp"dq" f dp 'dq' 1 " ") 0 0 ---
« p",q"; {3IBI P '.q'; {3» (p',q'l (27) or, stated otherwise,
What has happened in this construction is really a projection such as described in the Introduction: The matrix element ( ( pIt ,q"; {31 B I p' ,q'; {3 » is a sum of different matrix elements:
By virtue of (19) an matrix elements with n #0 andlor m # 0,
give no contribution whatever when the projection is carried out; n#O or m#O f dp"dq" f dp'dq'
Therefore, all these terms drop out when the projection is performed, and the only relevant term is the Boo term.
To apply the same argument to a product of operators B ... B ,• we must restrict ourselves to diagonal operators,
(i.e., the operator B does not mix the different K n , B = Gl;: = 0 B",,). Let B" ... ,Bn be diagonal operators on K; Po=p',qo=q') .
Again, one can easily understand what has happened; since all the B j are diagonal, the insertion of the generalized effective resolution of the identity (26) does not mix the Bj,lck with different k and, as before in the linear combination off unctions in the left-hand side of (27), only one term, the term corresponding to B n . DO ... BI,DO, is not orthogonal to
¢,t/JEKj.
D. Application to the evolution operator
It is now easy to apply (28) to the propagator Vr',r'
with
J dp" -I dqn -I ... J dp,dq, "if
.
As yet we are still free to choose {3 and all the Hick for k # 0;
(30) holds for all possible choices. We shall see that, at least for certain quadratic Hamiltonians H (t ), it is possible to choose the {3, Hick in such a way that the functions (30) con-
I
verge for n---. 00, and give rise to an element of ~ (Vr ',r')' To show how the Wiener integral emerges, we first study the case H (t ) = O.ln this simple case, wetakeH(t) = 0
fdPn-,dqn-, ... f dp,dq,
(Pn =p",qn =q"; Po=p',qo=q') 
j=1 [217(t j -tj _ I )] 2 tj-t j _ 1
If all the time intervals are equal, Vj: tj -tj _ I = t = (t n -to)/n this becomes
In order to fit (31) with (32), we choose to = t', tn = t" and
With this choice for /3, it is now clear that the Gaussian factors in (31) are correctly chosen to generate independent (non-normalized) pinned Wiener measures in p and q, pinned at the starting points so that
, and atthefinal points so thatp(t ") = p", q(t") = q". We shall denote these pinned Wiener measures by dfL w ';_:=:~, (p) and dfL w ~:~: (q). It is also easy to see what the other factors in (31) become in the limit for n-+ 00, namely,
Thus (31) becomes
It is clear that the integrand in (33) may be given a welldefined meaning in terms of stochastic integrals. Moreover, since p and q are independent stochastic variables, all prescriptions for defining the stochastic integral in (33) are equivalent, which means that this integral is a perfectly welldefined path integral over a genuine measure. We shall evaluate this integral in the next section, and show that it is indeed an element of 'G'(1).
In the simple case H(t) = 0 above, we chose all thr. Hkk identical, i.e., Hkk = Hoo = O. Although this is of course the simplest choice, there is no a priori reason to choose all the H kk identical. Indeed, considering H (t ) =/= 0 below, we shall see that in general the choice ofidentical H kk does not lead to a well-defined limit of the expressions (30) as n-+ 00 • On the other hand, it may well be possible that two different sequences of H kk' H kk' with the same zeroth component Hoo = H ~ = H, both lead to well-defined but different limits of (30), both of which are elements of Crf (U"", ).
For H linear in P,Q,
the choice Hkdt) = Hoo(t) = H (t) is satisfactory, and the result is
where we assume sand r to be square integrable. Again, we shall check below that (34) is indeed an element of 'G' (T exp I -is::
For quadratic Hamiltonians, the choice of identical Hkk leads to convergence problems. We illustrate this by means of the simple time-independent quadratic Hamiltonian (a = constant=/=O)
Let us first try the choice
To generate a measure in the limit n-+ 00, we have to choose
/3= 1-bE+o(E),
which leads to
1_pe-ia £ E b+ia
For PE [O,l) , b is real, and the factor 2(b + ia)-I in front of E-1 has a nonzero imaginary part as long as a=f=O, which means that (35) cannot generate a genuine path integral measure. At first sight, it seems that this problem can be circumvented by allowing P to be complex: P = e -ia£ (1 -El2)!( 1 + EI2); however, going back to (23). one sees that for fJ complex, the factor
, which shows that a complex choice for P does not solve the convergence problems.
All convergence problems are avoided if the H kk are chosen in the following way:
We can now again choose f3
; the substitution of(36) into (30) again leads to an integral w.r.t. the pinned Wiener measure, and we obtain
The same technique of choosing (37)
Hkdt)=H(t)-(H(t)k
works also for the time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonian
For this Hamiltonian we obtain
)][p(t)dq(t)-q(t)dP(t)] -a;) U+a(t)][p(t)2+q(t)2] dt -[sIt) dp(t) -r(t) dq(t)] -[i + a(t)] [s(t)q(t) + r(t)p(t)] dt -HS(t)2 + r(t)2]dt}];
(3S) the trace to be calculated is slightly more complicated than for (3S); see (AID) and (All) in the Appendix. Note that to give a sense to (38) or (34) we have to take sand r square integrable in [t '.t"] . For (38) and (37) additional conditions on a will be introduced in Sec, 3 where needed.
In the next section (Sec, 3) we shall evaluate the path integrals (33), (34), (37), and (38). In Sec, 4 we show that they are indeed elements of the corresponding C(j (U" ,I' ) for the Hamiltonians in question.
Remark: It is not really essential in the construction of (2S) that the states In) are the eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator; the only properties used are This would allow us to try the same technique
Hu(t) = H(t) -(H(t)k
or, even more generally, 
t)£]
still have the right form to generate a genuine measure in the limit n-+oo,
In the case of v degrees of freedom (v > 1), a class of Hamiltonians for which the procedure above clearly works is given by 
EVALUATION OF THE PATH INTEGRALS
Since the path integrals (37), (34), and (33) can all be obtained from (38) [by putting, respectively, r = s = 0 for
A. Notations
For reasons of convenience, and to shorten the calculations, we shall use the more condensed symplectic notation system, introduced in Ref. 8 and frequently used thereafter in, e.g., studies ofWeyl quantization 9 :
Some simple and useful properties of u, s, an J are
(40) (41) We shall also use the following consequence of the properties ofJ:
Furthermore, we introduce the notations
In these notations, (6) and (13), e.g., become ',v"IW(v' + v") .
In the symplectic notation system, we can rewrite (38) as
where we have written b (t) for (r(t), s(t)); in general, both a and b are time-dependent. Almost the same integral can be written for the more complicated Hamiltonian (39); while this integral would be rather lengthy to write in the conventional notations, in the symplectic notation system it becomes
where now v is a 2v-dimensional pinned Wiener process, where b is the 2v-dimensional vector (R 1" .. ,R y ; SI""'Sy), and where
Cis the 2vX2v matrix (A_B !).
In evaluating any of these Gaussian integrals, the result will be given by the contribution ofthe extremal path, multiplied by a suitable constant.
B. Contribution of the extremal path
To determine the extremal path, we proceed formally and extract the exp[ -!(P2 + q2)] from the Wiener measure, and (43) then becomes 21Te(t" -t' l12 f DV~: =~',exp{r" dt [ia( -v 
We can rewrite the integrand in the exponent as
The variational equations are therefore (we assume a to be differentiable a.e.)
which can be rewritten as
The extremal path is therefore given by
v(t) = ea(t)J [e + eiJ(t-t'ld + JB (t)], where a(t )= rdS a(s), B (t )= rdS e -a(s)Jb (s)
(to define a, we assume a to be locally L I), while the boundary conditions v(
e + eiJ(t" -t'ld = e-a(t")Jv" -JB(t ").
We now evaluate the exponential in (45) for this extremal path. Since [from (46)]
(E (t ),B (t 1I -i~s(B (t ),e + eiJ(t-t'ld) -s(eiJ(t-t'ld,c). dt
Integrating this we obtain
u(E (t ),B (t lIdt -is(B (t "),e + eiJ(t" -t'ld) -iu(eiJ(t" -t'ld -d,e) = if"dtu(E(t),B(t ll -is(B(t "),e-a(t")Jv lt ) -ia(e -a(t")Jv lt -JB (t") -v', [1 -eiJ(t" -t'l] -I [e -a(t")Jv" _ JB (t ") _ eiJ(t" -t'lv']).
Using (42), this becomes
r" dt··· = if" dtu(E (t ),B (t 1I -is(B (t "),v' + e -a(t")Jv") -ia(e-a(t")Jv",v')-!coth til -t'le-a(t")Jvlt -JB(t")-v'1 2 • 2 So finally (43) is equal to (43) = 21Te(t" -t') /2 A t ",t' .exP[ir" dt u(E (t),B (t 1I -is(B (t "),v' + e -a(t ")Jv") -ia(e -a(t ")Jv" ,v')]m [e -a(t ")Jv" _ v' _ JB (t ")] coth[(t" -t ')12),
where the multiplicative constant At ".t' still has to be determined, and where aft ), B (t ) are given by (46).
C. Determination of the multiplicative constant
In this and in some of the following subsections we shall use the shorthand dv for the measure dp dq/21T.
With respect to this measure, we have
We shall also use the following property: Take any complex 2n X 2n matrix A (matrix elements
let aij be the 2 X 2 matrices
If A is real, the square root to be chosen is the positive one; if A is not a real matrix, the sign of (det A ) I /2 is determined as follows:
~:
Let us now proceed to the determination of At ",t' under the assumption that aft ) is a continuous function (this condition will be relaxed at the end of this section). As usual, the constant A/ ",/' can be shown (by a variational argument) to be independent of the boundary conditions v ',v" and of the linear parts of the integrand in the exponential in (45). Hence
Writing this out as a limit, we obtain [as before
where mj,j are 2 X 2 matrices defined by
with J [as in (40) A " , = lim _1 _____ -;-:-
where Mn is the 2(n -1) X 2(n -1) matrix constituted by the 2 X 2 blocks mi,j' We shall calculate the limit (52) in the standard way, i.e., by constructing a recursion formula for det Mn. In the limit for n-00, this recursion formula will become a differential equation, and the solution of this differential equation then gives an explicit expression for (52). Due to the particular structure of the matrix M n , and the continuity of a, all a(t) dependence will cancel from the differential equation, leading to aconstantA t ",t' independent of aft)!
For n fixed we define Mn,k to be the 2k X 2k matrix constructed from the 2X2 blocks m"j with i,j«k in the fashion Developing the determinants D",k, D",k, I ,and D",k,2 into products of matrix elements with the appropriate minors (we develop these determinants along the last row of columns), we obtain the following two recursion relations:
where we have written a k for a(t' + kE}. The quantity of interest to us is
In the limit for n-oo, this relation defines a (continuous) function I"" on [t ',t "] , and we see from (52) that
where the procedure discussed below (50) has to be applied to determine the sign of the square root. By analogy with (54), we define
In terms of the g" ,f" the recursion equations (53) 
+ a(tj)[i + a(tj)]
Substituting the expression for g" into the equation fori", and grouping the terms of order 1,~, €4,. .. together, we obtain from these equations the relation
where
Using the fact that ~j = Sj -1, (56) can be rewritten as
Equation (57) holds for fixed n, and for}:2_n -1, again with € = (t" -t ')/n, In the limit for n-oo, (57) will lead to a differential equation fori"", and as an intermediate step we obtain
It is here that the "miracle" happens: If a(t ) is a continuous function, then (1), which means that the a-dependent terms Sj drop out of the equation. In the limit n-oo, Eq. (58) With these initial conditions, the solution of the differential equation is
One can easily check that the procedure sketched under (50) to determine the sign of the square root of det Mn gives
Substituting expression (59) for A,"", into (48), we have as a final result 
Remark:
In what follows, we shall denote the right-hand side of (60) by F,"", (v" ,v') :
),B (t)) -ia(v' + e -a(I")J v " ,JB (t")) -ia(e -a(")Jv" ,v') ]CU(V' + JB (t") -e -a('")Jv"to th [(,' -")12).
One can easily show that these F," ,,' have an interesting property, F""(v,v)F,,, " (v,v") = F",," (v',v") , This can be proven by direct computation; it can also be considered as a consequence of the fact that
ViE[t,t"]J dv
This last property can be used to relax the continuity requirement on a (see above); for piecewise continuous a, we can cut the path integral into different pieces corresponding to time intervals on which a is continuous. For each of these pieces, our evaluations as carried out above hold without any problem. We can then use the "chain property" of the F, '", as stated above (the direct proof of which does not require a to be continuous) to show that even for piecewise continuous a the result (60) still holds.
Bringing all our conditions on a, r, and s together, we see now that -a has to be piecewise continuous, a.e. differentiable and locally L I -r and s have to be in L 2 ([t ',t "J) .
Now that we have calculated the integral, we shall verify in the next section that the result is indeed an element of Cff (U,"." ) for the corresponding Hamiltonian; we shall also discuss in what respect it differs from the matrix element (v"IU,".t' Iv') .
THE PATH INTEGRALS YIELD ELEMENTS OF THE PROPAGATOR EQUIVALENCE CLASS
Let us denote the function defined by (60) by F, ",, ' (v" ,v') . We claim that F, -",ECff( U, ".,')' i.e., that
with B (t) = !a(t )(P 2 + Q 2 -I) + r(t)P + sit )Q. To prove (61) it is sufficient to show for all v that f dv" f dv ' (vlv" )F,"", (v" ,v') 
The equivalence of (61) and (62) follows from a standard analyticity argument: Since F,"." is uniformly bounded, IF, "." (v" ,v')I.;;;; [1 -e -I'" -t'I] -I (we always assume t" > t '), one can use [see (16)] to show that the function "." (v" ,v')(v'lv l ) can be written as a product,
wherefis a complex analytic function in the variablesPI + iX I ,P2 -ix z . The matrix element (vII U, ",1' Iv 2 ) is a function of the same type:
with g complex analytic in PI + ix I' P2 -ix 2 • Equation (62) can be rewritten as
Because of their analyticity, this condition forcesf and g to be identical:
Now using the fact that IF,"." I is anL I function in v" -v', and the density of the linear span of the c.s. inJlt"', one sees that (63) implies (61).
Note that the argument above only uses properties of the "small" space JIt"'. The "big" space K was only introduced as a device}o define F,"", as a path integral with respect to a genuine measure. Once F, .. "
is found, we no longer concern ourselves with JIt'" or the I p,q; fJ», but simply prove directly that F, ".1' ECff (U,"",).
We now proceed to prove (62). Using (vlv") (v'lv) = eio (v,v' -v"lw(v -v')w(v" -v) (see Sec. 3A and (60)), we have f dv" f dv ' (vlv" )F,"", (v" ,v') 
xexp ( -ia(e -a(I"IJvl,v') 
a(t) = fdS a(s}, B (t ) = fdS e -a(slJb (s).
Introducing the change of variable utI = e -a(t")Jv", and using (41), Eq, (64) becomes
Taking the Gaussian in v' together and completing the squares, we have
Substituting this in the integral above, and making the change of variable
Applying (49) to the u' integral yields 2 [ J' "' ] (64)= [l-e-(I"-I')](l + coth [(t " -t'}l2] 
) exp i" dtu(B(t),B(t))
Again we group the Gaussians in u", and complete the squares
Substituting this into the integral, and making the change of variable
u=u" -He-a(I")Jv+v+JB(t")],
we obtain
u(B(t),B (t)) du exp[ -iu(e-a(I")Jv,v + JB(t "))]e-io(v,JB(I"))
Applying (49) again, this becomes [ir"dt u(B (t ),B (t) )]e -iqfv,JBII"))(e -all ")Jvlv + JB (t ") (see Sec. 3A).
Since (see Appendix) e -iPNlv) = le PJ v), we thus have J dv" J dv ' (vlv" )F,",I' (v" ,v')(v'lv) = exp[i r" dt u(B (t) 
,B (t))]e -qfv,JB(I"))(vle -iall")N Iv + JB (t ")
= exp [i r" dt u(B (t ) 
,B (t))] (vie -iall")NW{JB (t "))Iv).
Our claim (61) thus reduces to
exp[ir"dt u(B (t ),B (t))]r ia(I")NW{JB (t
where [see (46)] 
a(t) = j:dS a(s), B (t ) = j:dS e -a(s)Jb (s).
We shall prove (66) by differentiation with respect to t. We have, first of all,
o(B('+E),B('))W(JB (t + E) -JB(t)) -I] W(JB (t)) E-o E = -io(.8 (t),B (t))W(JB(t)) -2is(.8(t),V}W(JB(t))
[the second term can be obtained by putting ('INW(JB (t) ).
(67)
B(s))]e-;a(,)NW(JB(t))
and T exp [ -iS~, H (t Jdt ] satisfy the same first-order differential equation in t. Since both operators have the same initial value (at t = t " they are both equal to I), they are therefore equal for all times eX P [iJ,:"dso(.8 
(S),B(S))]e-;a('"INW(JB(t")) = Texp [ -iJ,:"H(t)dt l
This completes our proof that F,"", E~ (U,"", ).
Remarks: Comparing F,"", (v" ,v'), F, ",': (v" ,v') '" -'') 
In the limit where the time integral diverges, t " -t ' _ 00, both these differences disappear l-e- ('"-t'J_l, coth t"-t' -1, 2 which means that as t " -t ' -00, the function Ft" ,t' approaches the true matrix element; its component orthogonal to [ (p" ,q" It/J ) (,pI p',q') ; t/J, f/JE $"1 vanishes! This is easily understood if one tries to analyze what happens for t " -t ' _ 00 to the construction we made in Sec. 2. As an example we take the time-independent Hamiltonian H = (a/2)(P 2 + Q 2 -I). Then Ft",t,(p",q";p',q') .. dVIYf(IIW(v. dte-ia(N-I)EW(v.Jl!) IIW(v")t e -;a(N-/I(t"-t')W(v')Il) .
k~OO/=O r----------------------------------------

,
The term corresponding tol = Oissimply (v" / U,"",/v') . For I #0, however, we also have to take into account a factor
In the limitt" -t '-00, these factors e -It" -t'l/~fori #0, which means that all the contributions to Ft" ,t' from terms with I #0 disappear. Only the I = 0 term is left over; since this I = 0 term is exactly (v" I U t ",t ' Iv') , we see that
Ft",t '(v",v') -(v"lUt",t,lv') .
In the limit where t " -t '......0, FI 0 _ t ' (v" ,v') approaches {j (v" -v') , i.e., a specific member of the equivalence class of the unit operator (see Sec. 1). Again, this can easily be understood from our construction. For the example H = (aI2) X(P 2 + Q2 -1), we now have Flo, I' (v",v') 
Ast" -t '......0, weseethate -II" -l'II_1,e -iaIN-I)(I" -1'1_1, and thus as a distributional limit FI",I '(v",v') 
In this paper we have stressed the basic feature of overcompleteness of coherent states, and have used this fact to construct integral kernels to represent the evolution operator for a limited class of dynamical systems in the form of path integrals expressed in terms of Wiener measure. Equation (38) presents the path integral representation for the most general one-dimension dynamical system that we are able to treat. This equation provides a novel formulation of the (equivalence-class) propagator and suggests a variety of further directions for study in addition to providing an alternative computational scheme for such propagators. However, our results are less than optimal in one sense. The necessary restriction that sand r be square integrable prohibits our results from describing local-in-time potentials when integrated over the external fields but only leads to non local potentials. It is important to learn if and how this limitation can be overcome, and this problem may be clarified by using basic states other than the harmonic oscillator eigenstates. As observed in Ref. 4, the complex expression that plays the role of the classical action in the Wiener measure formulation of quantum mechanical path integrals may be formally interpreted in a natural way: The phase of the integrand is such as to form a martingale in which the phase-space motion is driven by the classical equations of motion. It is interesting to add that an entirely analogous type of construction can be given for kinematical groups other than the Heisenberg-Weyl group, and in particular for the kinematics of the SU(2) spin group. 10 APPENDIX We calculate the traces needed in Sec. 2: Tr[ ,BNW(p",q")tW(p',q') 
Tr [ ,BNW(p" ,q")te -iaNEW(p',q') 
e iaN ,], (A3)
Tr [ ,BNW(p",q,,) te-ilaN+sQ+rPI 'W(p',q') 
Proof (i) This property can be proved by direct differentiation, but it can also be considered to be a consequence of the properties of homogeneous quadratic Hamiltonians in general. Indeed, it is well known that for a homogeneous quadratic Hamiltonian H, the quantum evolution of a coherent state I p,q) is given by the classical evolution, under the same Hamiltonian, of the labels p,q e-iIHIP.Qllp,q) = Ip"ql) ' where p"qt are the solutions for the Hamiltonian equations for H (p,q), with initial conditions Po = p, qo = q. Hence e -itNI p,q) = I p"qt) ' withp"qt as in (AS). Consequently e-itNW(p,q)1 p ',q') = e -itN e (1I2 Ii lpq ' -p'qll Since the linear span of the c.s. is a core for N, (A6) follows.
Note: (A6) is still true for a-o; for a = ° the left-hand side is equal to W( -st, -rt), while the right-hand side gives 
+ [iI2+a(tj)][pj(qj+! -qj)-qj(Pj+! -Pj)] -!a(tj)[i+a(rj)][p]+qJ]E -[s(tj)(Pj+! -Pj)-r(tj)(qj+! -qj)] -[i+a(tj)][s(tj)Pj +r(tj)qj]E-Hs(tj)2+r(tj)2]E+0(C /2 ),
which can easily be seen to lead to (38).
